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Bupropion-Related Sexual
Dysfunction and Possible
Management in a Fresh
Patient With Major
Depressive Disorder

Case Report
Mr. A is a patient with fresh major
depressive disorder (MDD), who
had symptoms of depressed mood,
suicide ideation, insomnia, worth-
lessness, lack of interest, and lack
of energy for 3–4 months [Hamilton
Rating Scales for Depression
(HDRS) scores: 26]. However, he
did not complain of any sexual
dysfunction [Arizona Sexual
Experience Scales (ASEX) scores: 9].
He started to receive bupropion
150 mg/day and hypnotics for
the above symptoms. After 2 weeks
of 150 mg/day treatment, the dose
of bupropion was increased to
300 mg/day because of continued
significant MDD symptoms (HDRS
scores: 23). After another 4 weeks
of bupropion 300 mg/day treatment,
his MDD symptoms showed signifi-
cant improvement (HDRS scores:
13). However, sexual dysfunction
was noted at the same time (ASEX
scores: 21; with most significant
impairment of erection; erection
item score: 5). He started to receive
sildenafil 100 mg/day for erectile
dysfunction. He felt more satisfied
with his sex life following the com-
bined treatment of sildenafil and
bupropion for 2 weeks (ASEX
scores: 12; HDRS scores: 10). No
intolerable side effects were men-
tioned following the combined
therapy.

Discussion
Sexual dysfunction is a common
side effect of serotoninergic

antidepressants, ranging from
58% to 73% and a trend in men.1

However, it is rare in bupropion
treatment, which can even relieve
sexual dysfunction of serotoninergic
antidepressant.2 Bupropion is
effective for MDD and seems to be
a reasonable choice for this patient.3

If a patient with MDD had suffered
from sexual dysfunction because
of antidepressants, bupropion is
an alternative4 and has lowest
incidence of sexual dysfunction.5

Conversely, this patient com-
plained of erectile dysfunction
with clinical response of MDD
symptoms under bupropion for 6
weeks. The impact of depression
symptoms on erectile dysfunction
can be excluded because there
was no sexual dysfunction at
baseline and responding status
for depression. The erectile
dysfunction of this patient might
be related to bupropion treatment.
However, the treatment effects of
bupropion for the side effects of
sexual dysfunction have been criti-
cized in several studies. Masand
et al. reported that bupropion did
not show superiority over placebo for
the treatment of serotoninergic
antidepressant-related sexual dys-
function.6 Rudkin et al. also criticized
the evidence of bupropion augmen-
tation for antidepressant-related
sexual dysfunction seem inadequate
and limited.7 A similar conclusion
also appears in another review
study.8 This patient might have
dopamine, nitric oxide, and other
neurotransmitter system alterations
after bupropion treatment. The
alterations of the transmitters
might be associated with erectile
dysfunction in this patient.9 Silden-
afil, a kind of phosphodiesterase
inhibitor, might enhance the meso-
limbic dopaminergic system and

correct inadequate release of
dopamine in the limbic system,
which might be related to im-
provement of erectile dysfunction
in this case.10 The augmentation
of sildenafil can be a possible
solution for bupropion-related
sexual dysfunction in patients with
MDD.
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